
Hello I’m Steph
A creative copywriter
In Amsterdam.

I’m:
Freelancing in both AMS and LDN
Working agency and client-side
A native English speaker 
Refreshingly ego-free
Not as good at dancing as I think I am
A genuine team-player
Full of ideas, thoughts and imagination
A folk singer songwriter
Committed to a project from start to finish



I’ve written for a bunch of brands.  
Like these people.

American Express                   
Booking.com
Debenhams
Deliveroo
Nike 
Philips
The Four Seasons
Tommy Hilfiger                   
Uber



And had solid industry training.



Brand: Nike

Brief: Inspire students with the Nike Back to School 
collection via an aspirational style-led concept used 
across Nike.com, email, the Nike App and social. 

Concept 1: I presented two concepts: the first,  
‘Can’t Teach This’ played with the irreverence of the 
brand, and tapped into the rebellious nature  
of style-leaders at school. 

Concept 2: ‘You The Students’ instigated a 
movement, rallying together the potential future-
shapers with an aspirational ‘achieve anything’ 
attitude.











Brand: Deliveroo

Brief: Create the concept and copy for  
an OOH campaign across the London  
Underground, that positions Deliveroo  
as a premium food delivery company. 

Concept: From the chef’s kitchen to your 
own. I focused in on the passion of each 
chef, instilling a more sophisticated feel 
than the average food delivery ad.







Brand: American Express

Brief: Refresh member emails for a more  
sophisticated, aspirational look.

Delivery: A set of interactive, eye-catching 
emails that pulled upon the passions and  
interests of AMEX members, using a  
polished tone.  









Brand: SearchFlow

Brief: Define new USPs and messaging 
for our re-brand, across a brochure and 
print ad.

Concept: Data, without the distraction.





Brand: Become Recruitment

Brief: Create engaging digital ads  
that target both clients and candidates  
in the creative industries.

Delivery: I created tongue-in cheek copy-
led phrases, matched with simple stand 
out graphics.





Brand: National Fostering Agency

Brief: Whilst at agency Steel London, I was 
involved in helping to shape a new tone of 
voice for the National Fostering Agency 
website, that specifically appealed to 
potential foster parents. 

Concept: Using simple case studies and a 
warm, conversational language, we created 
a concept based around family, community 
and inspiration, clearly conveying the life-
changing impact fostering a child can have.





Brand: moo.com

Brief: Create a series of lifecycle emails, 
sent to customers throughout their  
purchase journey. 

Delivery: Each email was brought to  
life through a playful prop, engaging 
headline and short snappy copy.





Brand: Nike

Brief: The Nike Blazer is a signature silhouette 
that reinvents itself and never stops. Create a 
concept for the launch of the new Nike Blazer 
Low, that ties into the boldness of basketball 
player Cappie and DJ Abra.

Concept: ‘Blaze your trail’. This idea was full of 
attitude, inspiring consumers to create their own 
path and ‘owning’ whatever they put their mind to. 





Brand: Booking.com

Brief: Create print ads that capture the 
voice and diversity of Booking.com, in  
order to recruit potential candidates.

Delivery: Ads that used playful and  
poetic language to build intrigue  
about life at Booking.com, whilst  
focusing in on the company’s  
acceptance of the individual.  







Like what you see?
There’s plenty more where that came from.
It’s either on my website, or inside my brain
just waiting to be briefed.

www.stephwollenberg.com 
steph@stephwollenberg.com
0031611466671

This space is saved for you


